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[1] lN'fEODUCTION. 147 VEDIC AND TANTRIC MANTRAS vaidikas täntriko mifra iti me trividho makhah I Bhiigavatapurii1Ja 11.27.7 An investigation of the relationship between Vedic and T antric elements in the use of mantras in later Hinduism seems at first sight a rather specialised objective; some might even argue that such a distinction is artificial. True, the categories «Vedic» and «Tantric» are often subjected by Indian exegetes to aspecific religious agenda and are therefore not purely descriptive term, but - as I hope to demonstrate in the following pages - they can still help us in understanding a neglected area in Indian religious history. Although it is perhaps not wrong to say that Vedic and T antric elements converge in later «Hinduism», it is important for the historian to focus on those aspects in which the Tantric i s  in clear opposition to the Vedic. The lllethodological justification for such a seemingly biased approach is that inclusivism in Indian religious culture has blurred the distinction between heterogeneous elements, and that if we start the investigation of issues like the one discussed here from the vedicized Tantric system of the Sr1vidyä, we fail toUnderstand the historical process that has led to this apparent freedom from contradiction1• One peculiarity of many studies on Tantric mantras is their emphasis on linguistic and on «meta»-issues. But attacking the problem from a linguistic-cum­Jlhilosophic angle cannot inform us about the religious function of mantras, in 
1 Nevertheless this is often done in studies on Tantric mantras. Either because they are edited,:iily available or well-represented in secondary literature, works like the Mahänirviil;atantra areV e�ted to stand for « T antrism» or «Säktism», as for instance in WHEELOCK's article on «Mantra inh'edic and Tantric Ritual» (ALPER 1989, p. 97). lt is true that wide-spread misconceptions about the'st0ry of T antrism have paved the way for ahistoric approaches. Aus: Rivista degli Studi Orientali LXXI (1997), S. 147–167
148 Jürgen Hanneder [2] some cases the concentration oc language theory produces incorrect and even absurd results. For instance STAAL has concluded that «it is not possible to make a systematic distinction between Vedic, Tantric, and other Hindu mantras»2 -without realizing that it is bis comparative approach that excludes any such distinction. His proclamation that «hm» is a universal mantra, which occurs even in the Zauber/löte, hardly needs refutation3 • The present article attempts to fill the gap by investigating some seemingly innocuous changes in the ritual use of mantras in their historical and theological dimensions. THE THEOLOGY OF MANTRAS. Vedic and T antric mantras are obviously defined by their source: a Vedic mantra is one that is derived from the Veda, a Tantric mantra from the Tantras. Generally speaking Täntrikas consider Vedic mantras to be almost powerless, because they regard their source, i.e. Vedic revelation, as a lower form of knowledge that cannot lead to liberation. The Vaidikas on the other side of the religious spectrum do not accept the Tantras as valid revelation and consequently regard Tantric mantras as impure4• A problematic area is Smärta Hinduism, i.e. the broad mainstream that is based on sruti and smrti and therefore includes Purä,;lic forms of worship. We may of course talk of Puräi;iic mantras, but it is, I think, important to do so without confusing the Vedic and the T antric elements in them. The Sivapuräi;ia, for instance, is predominantly Vedic in its selection of mantras5 , whereas the Devzbhägavata, to be discussed below, is not. To treat 
Purä1:1as in this respect as independent would thus unnecessarily confuse the distinction6• Apart from this theological distinction between Vedic and Tantric mantras, there is also an important formal one in that Tantric mantras often contain b'ijas, «seed syllables», like hrtf?Z etc. These b'ijas are not meaningful Sanskrit words, 
2 STML (1989), p. 63. 3 Otherwise the fact that even contemporBry Bavarian uses «hJ:]1» in three senses, and perhapsmore importantly, the sound «a», i.e. the ekäkfaraprajiiiipäramitä, in eight different meanings - if we include abhyäsa-forms like «a-a» vikalpe - would show a remarkable mantric awareness with an obvious propensity for bijas. See Bairische Grammatik von Ludwig Merkle, München: Hugendubel 1986, p. 195-6: «a-a (zwei normale a, abgehackt hintereinander gesprochen) = ironischer Zweifel am Gesagten. Wann need ausgrechned heids Auddo kabuddganga waar, waarma kema. - A-a.». 
4 SANDERSON (1985), fn. 69 (Tanträloka 13.198). ' «In contrast to the preeminence of and constant recourse to "Vedic" mantras, one cannot fail being struck, in this faiva Purä':'la, by the very subordinate role played by Tantra generally and Tantric bijamantras in particular». ROCHER (1989), p. 192. 
6 lt must be emphasised that, because of the complexity of the processes involved, we should avoid constructing simple historical models. The aim of then present study is to show that «Vedic» and «Tantrio> were important religious coordinates that may still sharpen our understanding of the history of Hinduism. 
[3] Vedic and Tantric Mantras 149 and as such are comparable to the Vedic stobhas7 • But the comparison ends here, since there is no necessity for a stobha in a Vedic mantra, and there are indeed nottoo many stobhas in them, whereas a Tantric mantra is defined by its b"ija8• The term «rittialistic dadaism» therefore (inspired by the stobha «dada»), though amusing, is misleading9 • Tantric bzjas can not be explained as artistic stateme�ts, even if it were convenient to do so for philosophising about them.Generally speaking, all Vedic mantras - according to the proponents of T antric practice - are, for the simple reason that they are derived from the Veda, incapable of leading to liberation. However, for the esoteric monist Saivas thehierarchy of mantras is more complicated, since they teach a gradation of mantras within the Saiva revelation. For instance, the mantras used by the Saiva­Siddhänta are ineffective as compared with those of the Kaulas:«All the mantras that are taught in Siddhänta� Tantras etc. are powerless, as they are devoid of the splendour of [Siva's] power. The great mantras of the Kula [scriptures], whose splendour shines naturally, appear with supernatural [lit.: "heavenly"] splendour and are causes for immediate knowledge10». Furthermore the divisioh of schools into «general» (siidhära,:za) and «special» 
(vifefa), with the implication that the <<Special» is more effective, but only accessible to an elite, is applied to mantras.7 See STAAL in: STAAL (1989), p. 61.
• 
8 This Statement needs to he qualified. There are mantr{IS without bijas in Tantric ritual, like for IIlStance in general formulas of actoration of the type om [name in the dative] namah. lt remains to he hen, whether these ever occur outside the suhordinate parts of the ritual, hut the impression is that t e mantras of the main Tantric deities require a bija. The Mahänirvänatantra would seem to he acounter example, since its mülamantra of Brahma in the 3rd chapter is ·indeed without bija. But this (ecent Tantra is a special case. Although DERRET'S point in saying that it is a «well-intentioned fraud» s�e GounRIAAN and GUPTA (1981), p. 99) is ohvious, the terminology is inappropriate, hecause a scientifi.c distinction hetween genuine and apocryphal Tantras will he clifficult to m�tain. A workDan only he called apocryphal outside a theological context, if it is not what it claims to he. Butf ERREr is right in that the Mahänirvä,:,atantra is in many ways an anomalous product. Despite theact that the Tantra teaches as its main part a Kaula adoration of a form of Käl'i with the expected �antras (the mülamantra is hrtm frtm krtm, see comm. on 5.33-4) and procedures, one of its themes ��e introductory dialogue is· that ·of a purification of Tantrism. In its first chapters it claims the A . ty of Tantric worship, hut only hecause Vedic mantras are ineffective in the Kali age (2.14-15). b s t to lead the reader gradually to «real» T antrism he is first presented with a cult of the absolute 
d;
a 
_ma. The mülamantra of this «deity» is Ol!l sac cid eklJ1!l bra�ma (comm. ?n 3.41-!_); its nyäsas, T Ya�a and a brahma-gäyatri (3.105) etc. that follow Jlfe a Tantnc cult, hut without bvas, of a non­V an:nc_pseudo-deity. This practice, which is open to Saivas, Vai�i;iavas and others (3.141), has strong n edänttc overtones (saccidänandalaksanam 2.34d; vedäntavedyo bhagavän 2.45c), a perspective that is coot uncommon in later Snvidyä, hut. wi.th the distinction that here the cult is Vedäntic to the mantricre. 
9 SrAAL (1989), p. 61. 
ka l' 1� siddhäntädi�u tantres_u ye manträ* samudährtä� II vzryahtnäs tute sarve faktitejo;jhitä yat� I 
T
a
u ik�s tu mahämanträ� svabhäväd di'ptatejasah II sphuranti divyatejaskäJ? sady�pratyayakärakä* II, ntralokaviveka 29.3. 
150 Jürgen Hanneder [4] The occurrence of a bzja indicates that a mantra is Tantric, and the bzja may further reveal the particular cult in which the mantra is used. If we take, for instance, the five Tantric brahmamantras, we see that in the different mantric systems it is only the bzja that changes. By reciting 01'!J k�a1'!1 ifiinamürdhne namal; one indicates that one is following the mantric system of the Svacchandatantra1 1 , whereas by saying 01'!J ho1'!1 ifiinamürdhne namal; one follows the ritual system of the Saiva-Siddhänta12 • We could therefore say that, regardless of their meaning, mantras, including bzjas, make sense in a ritual context. Above, or below, the level of ritual 13 theological positions on mantras may differ widely. This is not the place to enter into a discussion of the theology of mantras in different Tantric schools, but we may add a few points made by the non-dualist exegetes that help to elucidate the place of mantras in Tantric ritual: A mantra denotes a deity and is used in ritual to evoke its presence, to awaken the deity in the consciousness of the worshipper14 • The power of the mantra is thus its ability «to make aware of something», or «to articulate» (panl-m,:sl For a sectarian Saiva like Abhinavagupta this is of course only the property of Saiva mantras, the 
parämarfa of mantras of other schools like Vaig1ava etc. is impure 15 • Now the bzja represents this awareness (parämarfa) more fully in that it is not limited to a specific denotation16• But even a Tantric mantra is powerful 17 only if learned from the teacher directly; a mantra taken from a manuscript is powerless18 • In other words, the mantra is a sound that is transmitted through a line of teachers (paramparä) and has as its source the supreme deity; it is thus thought to he efficient only within this specific socio-religious context. 
11 See Svacchandatantra l.45cd-46 with K�emaräja's commentary. 
12 See BRUNNER (1986), p. 93. For the pattern o'!t plus a name in the dative case, see Tanträloka 15.183. 
13 lt should be noted that despite the fact that research on T antrism has almost exclusively concentrated on philosophy, Tantric religion is highly ritualistic and can only be understood comprehensively with that perspective. SANDERSON writes on the importance of the study of ritual manuals: «However, once one has realized that it is necessary to approach the Saiva traditions of Kashmir from an understanding of their basis in ritual, th,en the importance of these materials becomes obvious. For they are almost our only evidence of Saivism in the region which is not of a theoretical or prescriptive kind. They provide us with a background of reality against which to evaluate the implications of theory and·to consider the degree and manner of the idealisation of actual practice that we must expect in authoritative prescription». SANDERSON (1995), p. 15. 
14 tadvimarfasvabhävä hi sä väcyä mantradevatä I mahäsamvitsamäsannety ukta'!t srigamasäsane II, Tanträloka 16.286. 
15 Tanträloka 16.253cd-256. 
16 See Tanträloka 5.141, which refers to bijas and pi,:,qas. 
17 That is, full of «vitality» (vfrya). For this term, see Tanträloka 4.141 and 30.121; SivasütrfJ 1.22. 18 See Tanträlokaviveka 4 .66 for the idea that written mantras are ineffective except in the casesof säf!1siddhika-gurus; and the slightly obscure quotation in Tanträloka 15.594 that one should not write down the «heart of the mantra», i.e. its bija? 
[5] Vedic and Tantric Mantras 151 Here one might ask about the status o_f those mantras that are used in Tantricritual hut are ultimately derived from the Veda, like for instance the five Vedic
brahmamantras19 that are used in the Tantric kalänyäsa20 • 1 have not seen anattempt to resolve this inconsistency, but it is easy to imagine a justification: for instance the aghora-mantra that is used in Tantric ritual, it might be argued, is taken by the adherents of the Ägamas from the Svacchandatantra, not from the 
Taittiriyära1Jyaka and therefore effective21• This simplified description of a clear-cut division hetween Vedic and Tantric mantras applies to the more heterodox Tantric traditions, which we took as our �tarting point. As we shall see, the picture changes in the system of the later Snvi.dyä where the boundary hetween the Vedic and the Tantric is indeed n_iore difficult to draw. But in order to understand the historical process. of amalgamation that has led to present day «Hindu practice»22, it is important toinvestigate Vedic and non-Vedic elements within later Hinduism. This I wish to demonstrate by analysing such a hybrid, that is Vedic-cum-Tantric practice, namely the ritual used for the recitation of mälämantras.MALAMANTRAS. This type of mantra recitation common in present-day Hinduism has to my knowledge never been the object of scientific analysis. In this practice a text like, 
19 Preserved in the TaittirtyärfD!yaka. The passage occurs in Säyar,ia's text (The Taittiriyärar,iyaka of �h7 Black Yajur Veda with the Commentary of Säyar_iiichärya. Ed. Räjendraläla Mitra, Calcutta 1872[Bibhotheca Indica]) as prap�hak� 10, anuväka 43-47; as prapä;haka 6, anuväka 43-47 in Bhäskara's text (The Taittiriya  ärar,iyaka with the Commentary of Bha��a Bhäskara Misra. Ed. Mahädeva Sastri 
an?_K. Rangacarya, MLBD 1985); as Khaaja 17, l-5"inJACOB'S edition; and no. 2'[7-286 in VARENNE'S Bd1:10n which is based on what he calls the ändhra version, rep�esented b� the An�nd�rama Series. B h�skara p�dates Säy�a, who died in 1387 A.D. (See Sebasnan J. C:::�ri: Contnbun�n �f Bh�Hah��a Misra to Vedic Exegesis, Pune: Institute for the Study of Religion 1985 [Studies m Indian �ous Texts 1)). Another source that predates the two commentators is the Päiupatasütra, where �':_Se mantras occur divided into Sütras. Compare also N,:si'!'hapürvatap!niyopanifat 1.6 for the sanamantra, Maiträyan isamhitä 2.9.10 for the aghoramantra, and Ka thaka 17.10.11 for the tatpuru!famantra. · · 20 See Rauravägama, kriyäpäda, parala 2 (p. 22-28). 21 According to the Jiiänapaiicäfikä, a short text that is transmitted in a manuscript together withbther re�ensions of th!'!, Kälottaratantra, Saiva ritual is to be performed wit� mantras that "'.ere spo�n / the ftve faces of S1va, but not with those taken from the Veda: pancavaktrodbhavatr mantrazl; r:Uoktail; siddhimu'ktidail; I samyak yägädi sa'!lsthäpya'!' nänyair vedädicoditail; II, Jiiänapaiicäfikä 0 1 Verso (NGMPP B 118/7). My theoretical explanation of the discrepancy does not apply to thelllore Veda-oriented Tantric schools, which freely acknowledge that the long brahmam_antras are Vedic f�d a�� therefore not to be used by women, Südras and other dis�u�lified social gro�p_s (��e�naszvagurudevapaddhati, vol. 3, p. 33 and 62). That the latter work 1s mfluenced by Srrvidya IS rdent from the fact that it quotes the Prapaiicasära quite regularly (those instances which are not 
ibrtnal_ quotations are not recorded by the editor, like for instance 1.73: prapaiicasärakathitä yathävada sangrahät I atroddhriyante hijäni bijamanträ� samantrakä�I /). th 22 GoNDA, for instance, has used the tenn «Hindu practice» in a rather loose sense, as applied toe lllantra horz iiänamürdhne nama�- See GoNDA (1976), p. 47. 
152 Jürgen Hanneder [6] for instance, the Bhagavadgztä, or one of the various Sahasraniimastotras23 , is used as a single long mantra24 • This complete recitation of a text (piiriiya,:ia) may be undertaken in order to promote one's religious welfare, or for very specific ends, such as curing an illness. For this purpose the text to be used is embedded in a ritual, which we shall briefly analyse. This liturgy is often only printed in recent editions or booklets for devotional use and, since the texts presented in them are popular versions, they are usually not systematically collected by 1ibraries25 • Before comparing the various elements that can appear in this preliminary recitation, we shall give the beginning of the Bhagavadgitämäliimantra as an example. Fortunately this text is an exception, since it is edited in the appendix to the critical edition of the Bhagavadgztä26 • 
asya fribhagavadgitämäfßmantrasya 
bhagavän vedavyäsa r1if? / anu.r/up 
chanda/J / frzkr�r;aparamätmä devatä /
asocyän anvasocyas tvaf!t prajiiävädii!:nf 
ca bhäjase iti bzjam / sarvadharmän 
parityaja mäm ekaf!t fara,:taf!t vraja iti 
saktib / aha'!' tvä'!J sarvapäpebhyo 




Of this Bhagavadgztämälämantra the �i is the holy Vedavyäsa, the metre is anu$tubh, the deity is the highest self Kr �i;ia. [The passage] « Y ou grieve for those not to be grieved ... » [2.llab] is the seed [of the mantra]; [the passage] «Give up all dharmas, take refuge only in me» [18.66ab] is its power; [the line] «I will deliver you from all evils, do not grieve» is its kzlaka. [This mantra] is used in recitation for the pleasure of Kr�a in order to [ obtain] the four goals of life. This is followed by the so-called karanyiisa, the assignment of lines from the text as mantras to the fingers27, then similarly to the angas, i.e. heart, head, top-
23 On «Stotra Literature», see G0NDA (1978), p. 25-38, which however focuses on the Veda. 24 mantras are often divided into bija-, pirft!a- and mäliimantras. The lsiinafivagurudevapaddhatihas a division into b'ijas, bijamantras, mantras and mäliimantras (1.18ff; vol. 1, p. 2), according to which the latter consist of more than twenty akraras. They are also correlated to the stages in life; bi}as give perfection to children (!), b ijamantras to youths etc. 
21 Bibliographically this «bazaar literature» (GoNDA),is a problem, since in some cases the text is printed without any bibliographical information. 26 The text has been edited in Appendix I (p. 78) to: The Bhagavadgitä. Being Reprint of Part�of Bhismapaivan frdm B.O.R. Institute's Edition of the Mahäbhärata. Ed. S.K. BELVALKAR, Poona: Bhand�kar Oriental Research Institute 1945. I have also seen a Telugu edition of the Gitii, which quotes two versions of this ritual. See also: WALTER SLAJE, Katalog der Sanskrit-Handschriften der österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, Wien: Verlag der Akademie der Wissenschaften 1990, mss. 7 and 8. Furthermore I have compared an undated, probably Kashmirian NägarI manuscript of the text in 11private collection.
27 naina1Jl chindanti iastrii,:i i naina1Jl dahati pävaka� iti angu�thäbhy äf!Z namah / nainaf!I kledayanty apo na sorayati märut� iti tarjanibhyäm namah / acchedyo 'yam adiihyo 'yam akledyo 'foC'Jd 
[7] Vedic and Tantric Mantras 153 knot, and weapan28 • Having thus prepared the bady ritually the practitianer Praceeds ta imagine the deity with the help af the meditatian verse(s) 
�dhyänasloka) that cantains the icanagraphical details. After campleting thislntraductary ritual the recitatian af the text, here the Bhagavadgitä, may beundertaken. In such a ritual preliminary ta the paräya,:za many ather elements af afully-fledged püjä may accur. One packet editian af the Rämäyaffa29 describes a 
rämäya,:zapüjä preliminary ta a päräya!Ja in almast thirty pages30• But here we shallconcentrate an the simpler ritual as quated.First the mantra, i.e. the text ta be recited, is mentianed and three pieces af informatian abaut this mantra are given: the 1,¼i, the «seer» af the mantra; thenthe metre; and finally the deity af the mantra. These are said ta be indispensablefor the use af Vedic mantras: the Är[eyabrähma,:za states that ane wha uses alllantra withaut knawing these three, tagether with the viniyoga, incurs sin31 • Andit is indeed anly for Vedic mantras that the first twa af these make sense; in earlyheteradaxSaivism mantras have na seer, and mast af them are unmetrical32 • Then the bija, sakti and kilaka are given. These elements are Tantric in the sense that the terms are knawn fram T antric ritual33• APTE gives k t!aka in his dictianary as «the inner syllables af a mantra», but his reference ta the
Ha1?lsopani�at is unfortunate, since the mantra «ha1J'lsa», which is the abject afthis small Upani�at, is taa shart ta satisfy the canditians af this pattern: accarding to that wark thel,¼i is ha1J'lsa, the metre avyaktagäyatri, the deity paramaha7'!1sa, the bija «ham», the fakti «sa», the kilaka «so 'ham». In her editian and translatianof the PüjävidhinirüpOf!a NOWOTNY gives anather example in which bija, fakti and 
küaka are the first, secand and third ward af a 3-ward mantra34 , but, if we laak at
eva ca iti madhyamäbhyäm namaf? I nityaf? sarvagataf? sthä,:zur acalo 'yaf!1 sanätanaf? iti anämikäbhyäf!Z 
;am�� _I pafya me pärtha rüpä,:zi fatafo 'tha sahasraiaf? iti kanisJhikäbhyäf!1 nama� I nänävidhäni 
zvyanz nänävarnäkrtini ca iti karatalakaraprsthäbhyämnamah I iti karanyäsah II 
kl 
28 anganyisaf? ·1 naina1?1 chindanti sasi�i,:zi nainam dahati pävakaf? iti hrdayäya namah I nail1af!1 
. �1�Yanty äpo na fo!ayati märutah iti firase svähä I acchedyo 'yam adähyo 'yam akledyo 'focya eva ca 
ztz sikhäyai vau�a! I nänävidhäni divyäni nänävar,:zäkrtini ca iti asträya phaf I iti anganyäsaf? II b _29Srünadvalmikirämä:y11]a of Mahar�i Valmiki (Along with its virtue and mode of recitation), Ed.b� Shiv!�m Sharma Vasishth, Varanasi: Chowkhamba Vidya Bhavan 1982. See the Sundarakä,:zr!tz for a
ef Pu;a for «Smärtas and others». 
th 
30 Since most of the elements described here are also part of the Smärta püjä, one may consult e detailed treatment of this ritual in BüHNEMANN (1988). 
d . 
31 
SeeÄrfeyabrähma,:za 1.6. Similarly Brhaddevatä: niyamo 'yaf!1 jape home r�if chando 'tha 
th�vat�� I anyathä cet prayufijänas tatphaläc cätra hiyate 118.134. The passage following [in ms. A ofed1t1on] elaborates on the same theme.b 32 GoUDRIAAN writes that «the vedic sages, as has been said, continue to play an important role, o&t on!y as. transmitters, not as revealers. lt should be noted that each mantra possesses its r fi who is
lrs
� �enyoned together with its deity, fakti, etc., and as�igned to the parts of_ the speaker's _h_odys·./4ddz_nyasa)». GoVDRIAAN and GUPTA (1981), p. 6. But th1s, as we shall see, applies only to ved1c1sed«VI Ya, rn 33 I do not know of an instance in early non-Srividyä Tantrism where these terms denote parts of antras. 
34 NaWOTNY (1957). 
154 Jürgen Hanneder [8] 
more examples, we can only conclude that this pattem is adapted to a variety of 
mantras and therefore hetter not defined in a rigid way. We may therefore 
distinguish in this segment of the ritual a Vedic and a T antric part. 
There are also specific aims, for instance health, to be gained by reciting a 
text. Those must be stated hefore the recitation in the saf!tkalpa. One example for 
such a medical application is contained in one edition of the S üryasahasran äma35• 
This formula may also include the desak äloccara1:1a36 known from pujä37 and 
sandhyä38 • 
The liturgy is concluded by one or more ny äsas (usually anga- and 
karanyiisa), and a dhyäna, but we cannot go into details here. In any case the 
pattem has become a standard procedure for the ritual use of mantras in a large 
segment of later «Hinduism»39, 












































35 adyetyiidipürvo ... amukaniimno mama fanra utpanniiniim utpatsyamäniiniim vä vätapittakapha· 
sannipiitajvariignimiif!1dyafiraf? f ülak s z,;adhätvädirogä,; Öf!1 samülanirasanadv iirä k!ipriirogyafarfra· 
pur tid frghiiyu!yaifvaryiidiv rddhifatruparäjay ädinikhilak äman äsiddhaye fr i'süryaniiräya,;apr ztaye ca 
srzsüryadivyasahasraniimabhih sahasrast1f!1khyäkämukadravyasamarpa,;a'!1 kari!ye II iti samkalpya. According to the dictum bhiiskariidärogyam icchet the sun is the proper addressee for such a wish. 
36 See Durgäsaptafatt, p. 13f (pä(havidhif?). 
37 For which, see BUEHNEMANN (1988), p. 114. 
38 See the Sandhyä handbook published by the G'itii Press, and VAsu (1991). 
39 Compare also the Sririimapürvatäpinyupani!at 3.2-5a: mantro 'yaf!1 väcako rämo väcyaf? syä· 
dyoga etayof? I phaladaf caiva sarve _siif!1 siidhakän Öf!1 na sa'!lfayaf? 11 yathä näm t viicakena nämnii yo 
'bhimukho bhavet I tathii bijätmako mantro mantri,;o 'bhimukho bhavet II bijafaktim nyased 
dak!avämayof? stanayor api I ktlo madhye 'vinäbhävyaf? svaviinchäviniyogaviin II sarveräm evtJ 
mantriiniim esa sädhäranah kramah. 
40 RSV Rudrafiipavimocanavidhih (in: VSN); VSN Vi snusahasranämastotra; SSN 
Süryasahasraniima; SSN Szvasahasraniimastotra; DS Durgäsaptafati. The abbreviations refer of course to the introductory liturgy given in these «bazaar editions». None of these have any bibliographical information. 
[9) Vedic and Tantric Mantras karanyäsa karanyäsa�ajanganyäsa �a<;langanyäsasarµkalpadhyänam dhyänam dhyänam dhyänam 155dhyänamlt should be noted that some of these elements occur also as names ofindependent texts: the Sarikäkavaca, for instance, is a text of forty verses with itsown r#etc.41.We have seen that, whereas the Vedic liturgy introduces its mantras bystating the r#, the metre, deity and the mantra's application, it is standard Smärtapractice to add Tantric elements, such as btja, fakti and the like. Although onecan find nyäsas in otherwise purely Vedic manuals42, this practice is, as we shallsee, considered unvedic.VEDIC AND TANTRIC. We have so far mentioned three areas within Hindu literature and practice:Vaidika, Täntrika and Smärta. Of these two the Veda and the Tantras areindependent and competing revelations43 , whereas smrti is dependent on andsubordinate to the Veda.One might now speculate whether the combination of Vedic and T antricelements was an issue or, indeed, whether those who performed the ritualscontinued to be aware of the distinction. For this one must keep in mind that theuncompromising Vaidikas, i.e. the Srautas, as well as the Täntrikas, weretninorities keenly aware of their religious identity and therefore most probablyalert to foreign influences. Within Smärta Hinduism, however, the inclusion ofT antric material may have occured more or less unnoticed by the public, but we�o find records of the controversy that shed light on the process of inclusion. An�teresting remark that shows awareness of Vedic and T antric elements in rituals
18 found in a comparatively recent text, the Dharmasindhu of KäsinäthaDpädhyäya (died A.D. 1805). In the context of the recitation of the gayatri-41 Devrrahasya, p. 420. 42 The �gvedrya Trikä/asamdhyä, for instance, uses only Vedic mantras with the expected rfiN;�·• hut descr!bes an anganj äsa of the gäya�rimantra. _Similarly the sandhyopäsan_ä in: �Ya�armavzdhzp, p. 7ff; and m the Smärta vers1on as practised by the Maharashtrtan (Sakala)· edms: SRINIVAMN (1973), p. 176-178 (no. 16). Ved' 43 An early _authori_ty on dh�,m�, Härita, apparently started his work by_ sa�g: «sruti is twofol_d:p· 11 and Tantnc». Th1s quotat1on 1n Kullüka s commentary on Manusmrtz 2.1 1s very problemat1c.({;: Y, Härita is too early to ment!on Tantrism �s we know it (see DfilUU;! (1973), p. 38f_ and ��E80 8·), vol. 1, p. 127ff.), secondly 1t would be qwte unusual for a dharmasastra, when dealmg with 1ts citurces, to include the Tantras! Whichever interpretation of tantra may be correct here (see KANE, op.·, p. 130f.), it is obvious that the word iruti is used herein a wider sense.
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mantra during the sandhyä-rite, the author, having dealt with the enunciation of the�i (here vifvämitra), the deity (savitä), the metre and the use (viniyoga) of the mantra, describes the placing (nyäsa) of the constituents of this mantra on six parts of the body. He then remarks: «This placement (nyäsa) on six limbs is optional, since it is clear in the appendix to the Grhya[sütra]44 that the performance of nyäsa is unvedic. One must understand this to mean that there is no obligation [to perform] the nyäsa of syllables, words, or quarter-verses etc. as well as the performance of mudräs, or [recitations] for release from a curse etc., since they are Tantric and therefore unvedic»45 • As we would expect from an impartial writer on law, the author does not condemn such a practice, he even describes Tantric nyäsas in other places without repeating his cautionary remarks46• Thus a de facto acceptance of a Vedic-cum­Tantric practice does not necessarily indicate that two religions have merged beyond recognition. lt is on the contrary plausible that fi ftas were always aware of the disparateness of its elements47• lt would be possible to produce a collection of passages on the issue from different authors and times, but for the present purpose, that is, for understanding the rationale behind the hybridization, the elaborate discussion by Rämesvara in the beginning of his commentary on the Parafurämakalpasütra will be the best choice. His position is that of a Smärta who argues for a hybrid cult of Tripurä. He starts with the question whether it is proper for a Vaidika to expound the 
Parafurämakalpasütra, because it is Tantric and the Tantras are, since they are motivated only by greed, invalid. As support for this conservative view he quotes Kumärila as well as passages from various Purä,:zas. In one quotation from the 
Agnipurä,:,a some denizens of hell say «we burn [in hell], since with our mind affected by covetousness we have obtained Tantric initiation and given up the way of the Veda»48 • Summarising this negative view of the Tantras Rämesvara says: «Through this censure of Tantric practitioners49 it is made clear that Tantra is not
44 This must refer to the apocryphal Asvaläyanagrhyaparisi1fa, where, after a description of the_ 
aliganyiisa of the parts of the gäyatri-mantra, it is stated: en� [i.e. anganyäsruµ] eke necchanti, sa ht 
vidhiravaidika iti . . .  AfvaläyanagrhyaparisiHa 1.5. See below on this text. 
"iti �aq.anganyäsaq käryo na vä kiiryaq II nyiisavidher avaidikatväd iti grhyaparift�{e spartam 1( 
eteniik�aranyäsapadanyäsapiidanyäsädinäf!Z mudrädividhe!J fäpavimocanädividhei ca tiintrikatvenävaidt· 
katväd anävafyakatva'!I veditavyam II Dharmasindhu, p. 227. 46 See p. 265,269 etc. 
47 One Pandit whom I asked about details of bis daily piiräytJ!Ja was fully aware of the presence of non-vedic elements in its ritual, but maintained that although the bijas should not really be used, there was no question of infringing proper conduct and, vämäcära being ruled out, this practice was unobjectionable. 
48 tantradikräm anupräptä� lobhopahatacetasä I tyaktvä vaidikam adhvändf!l tena dahyämahe 
vayam 11, p. 4.
49 Lit.: «Tantric men». 
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to be trusted. For we see the sarne censure of Tantras frequently in many other
Pu�as too. And it is obvious that a scripture that enjoins the use of the five "m" 
is based only on greed»'0• 
Rämesvara rejects this conservative position and argues that, since Pu�as 
are valid scripture, their position on the Tantras should be the guiding line. He 
then adduces passages that permit Tantric practice for those who are specially
qualified, and only for them; that means, the problem is resolved by adhering to a 
strict adhikiirabheda: for Vaidikas only Vedic worship, for Täntrikas only Tantric
Pii}ii. Then the author leads us, through a series of quotations'1, to the position 
that there are in fact two forms of valid worship, Vedic and T antric. 
Still the opponent cannot soften his position on adhikiirabheda and says: «I 
concede that the Tantras are valid for persons who have special qualification, 
[i.e.] men fallen from the Veda, for the mixture of women and Siidras[?]'2 [but] 
not for the V aidika. And it is possible to quote a valid statement to the effect that 
the qualification for Tantra is limited to non-Vaidikas»'3• 
Then a passage adduced before, in which the principle of a division of 
qualification is explicitly stated, is quoted in favour of the opponent's position. 
Räme svara disagrees and eventually quotes a passage from the 
AdhyätmariimäyatJa in which Tantric püjii is taught for obtaining liberation in 
order to prepare the reader for his next step, narnely that both ways of worship 
have to be combined ! He quotes passages that enjoin worship according to Veda
and Tantra, or with V edic and T antric mantras, and presents bis final position: 
T antric worship is not for those fallen from the Veda, it is in fact an additional 
Practice for Vaidikas, whereas for Siidras and other disqualified groups it is the 
only practice. Thus there is an adhikärabheda, but the boundary is different. To 
the twice-born the following principle, quoted from the Tripur.är tzava, applies:
«By the three higher castes all the Tantric [worship] is performed after the Vedic 
hvorship]»'4. 
. Before discussing· another aspect of the process of hybridization, namely the 
Infiltration of Tantric practices into Smärta Hinduism, we have to mention
another important example of a hybrid ritual: the veneration of the junctures t '0• iti täntrikapurufanindayä tantrasyäiraddheyatvaf!Z spaf{am / evam anyeµ; api bahupuri1Jefu/;'��zndaya� bahulam upalambhat I mapancakidaravidhayakafastrasya lobhaikamülatv� suspauam11zy �1 lncluding an instance of a Tantric püji in a Pu�: tathi brahmottaraleha,Jt/e pradofamihit-e tantrikasaralJYä briihmlllJflrijaputrayor upadi,!i, p. 6. both "The phrase strifüdri!Jiirf, Sfl1!1kaTefU Cll is not clear. One expects either «wamen and Südras», Si:idraof whom are not qualified for Vedic mantras, or unlawful intermarriage (sa,,,kara) with (female) s. adh 'k �3 Lit.: «And it is not possible to say that there is an absence of a prama1Ja that limits the iti :ate"::'" _The original runs as follows: na ca vaidikatirikte tantnuya adhikärasfJl!lkocapramiüfibhiva
'4 '!I �a/eyam, p. 7. trawa,1Jileair vaidikinte täntrikaf!Z kriyate 'khilam /, p. 9.
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(sandhyä). In Srividyä works it is, as we expect from Rämesvara's remarks, 
indeed standard practice to perform the Vedic Sandhyä first and then the 
Tantric55• 
As far as the mantras are concerned this hybrid ritual is remarkable, since the 
practitioner is enjoined to perform the recitation of the Vedic gäyatrt56, then, in 
the Tantric part, the recitation of a Tantric gäyatri:57 . The question remains, 
whether the heterodox schools, i.e. those who unlike the Srlvidyä thought of the 
Veda as totally ineffective and therefore did not subscribe to this process of 
hybridization, did also perform, for instance, this double sandhyä. Unfortunately 
the evidence is not quite conclusive, since we cannot be absolutely sure that the 
T antric sources intended to describe the whole ritual to be performed, and not 
just its Tantric part. If we look at the Somafambhupaddhati, we find a Tantric 
Siva-gäyatrt58 , without indication of a Vedic part to be performed beforehand. 
Neither is there anything in Abhinavagupta's account of the sandhyä to suggest 
such a combination, but there is a brief remark by Kl!emaräja59, to the effect that a 
Vedic sandhyä is to be performed by the practitioner of the Svacchanda-cult. 
But this is not too surprising, since the Tantrics are «Vedic to the extent that 
like all Hindus of caste they had first been purified by the Vedic rites of passage 
(sa f!ISk ära p) [ ... ] And even when they had gone through the ceremony of 
initiation (dzkrä), the Tantric rite of passage which gave them access to Saiva 
ritual, they were still bound to conform to the rules of the Veda-based social 
system (var!Zäframadharmal,J) and its local variants (defadharmab). The Saiva 
initiate therefore saw himself as subject to two levels of injunction: the general or 
common Vedic level and the special level reached by his initiation»60 • This has to 
be borne in mind when we discuss the combination of Vedic and Tantric 
elements; it is above all the attitude of the heterodox exegetes that is markedlY 
different from that of the adherents of the combined practice: for them the 
performance of the Vedic cult is seen as a merely exterior compromise, whose 
practice neither adds to, nor detracts from their goal - unless one would believe 
in it61 • However, with the nyädinyäsa Tantric mantras themselves are vedicized, 
55 Also Mahänirväf}atantra 5.44: vaidiktf?1 tiintriktf?1 caiva yathiinukramayogata� I sandhyiif!I 
samiicaren mantri täntrikzm srnu kathyate II. The Syämapaddhati by Sähib Kaul states that the physical and the Vedic batli have to be performed before the Tantric sniina (maliipakar�a'!asnänat?! 
svasiikhoktavaidikasniina1?1 ca vidhäyiicamya ... ); the same principle applies to the sandhya (va�dt­
kasa1?1dhyä1?1 samäpya täntrikzm ärabheta) and tarpa1Ja. The text will be edited in my forthcoming«Sähib Kaul's Stotras and Paddhatis». 
'6 That is Rgveda 3.62.10. 
57 See SANDERSON (1995), p. 28.
58 Compare the description in the Somafambhupaddhati 90f.: fiväyiirghyäiijali1?1 dattvä gäyatrifl! 
saktitojapet II 90 II Of?1 tanmahefäya vidmahe vägvifuddhiiya dh'imahi tan na� siva� pracodayät I. 
59 Commenting on Svacchandatantra 2.6cd sandhyäyä vandan0f?1 kuryäc chästradr!fena karma,;a he says fästradrstena vedädisiddhena. 60 SANDERSON (1995), p. 23. 
61 See Tanträlokaviveka 4.25. 
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We see here a further step in parallelising Tantric ritual with its Vedic 
Counterparts, because for those who practiced the religion «the need to match 
these orthodo� rituals was strong enough to compromise the very beliefs which 
iustified the seperate existence of the T antric system. Equivalence in observable 
practice was ultimately more important than insider theories of superiority»62 • 
The tension created by these diverse forces of compromise, rejection and fusion 
goes some way towards understanding the development of Tantrism as well as the 
change of main-stream Hinduism under its influence . 
.Tm: PROCESS OF INFil..TRATION.
PuriilJas. 
For the process of infiltration of Tantric material into the mainstream we 
find evidence in the manuals for domestic ritual, the Pur�as, and some later 
Upani�ads. We quote examples from each and shall concentrate on passages 
where the r #, metre and deity are mentioned for a mantra that is tantric, or 
tantricized through b'ijas, or used in a Tantric nyäsa. 
For one wishing to lift T antric ritual into the orthodox realm, PuräQas were 
an excellent starting point, since they, because of their status as smrti, could be 
accepted as valid scripture by non-sectarians, but were at the same time prone to 
atnplification and redaction. As an example for this I shall briefly analyse some of 
the relevant passages from the Devzhhägavatapurä1Ja; 
Without the present issue in mind one might come to the conclusion that the 
Devzbhägavatapurä1Ja has no consistent attitude towards non-Vedic cults, becau­
se it seems to present widely diverging standpoints about T antric worship even 
'Wi.thin a few lines. But read as a defence for including T antric cults into the Ve­
dic domain, the contradictions in it could well be intentional, for in order to teach 
Tantric practices to orthodox Brahmins, while maintaining its authority as smr­
ti, it has to degrade T antric elements and pay lip service to the sruti. This is do­
ne in chapter 7.39, which touches upon the problem of Vedic versus Tantric 
Püjä, Both rituals are to be performed only by those initiated into it; who­
ever performs the wrong püjä «falls», i.e. loses his religious status. In the section 
about the Vedic püjä the text assures the Vaidika that there is no reason for him
to adopt non-Vedic practices: «In some places, sometimes, a religion is tau­
ght which integrates Tantric doctrines63 • This [Tantric] element is never to 
be adopted by the Vaidikas»64 • Thereafter the validity of the Veda is asser-
62 SANDERSON (199S), p. 27. 63 Lit. «with a side-glance at T antric doctrines». 
; 
64 smrtayaf C1J fruter arthllf!l grhitvaiva ca nirgatä� I manviidiniif!l irutinäf!l ca tata� priimä1Jyamt'!J:/� kvacit kadiicit tanträrthaka!iik!etJ" paroditam II dhamtll'!' vadanti so 'f!1ias tu naiva griihyo 'sti 
lllu.z,caz� II 7.39.17-18. 
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ted65 , and it is stipulated that the king should expel those who adopt other 
dharmas from the country. In this category would be the Väma, Käpälika66, Kaula, 
Bhairavägama, all of which are in contradiction to sruti and smrti, and which 
were produced by Siva in order to delude. 
Then there is a sudden shift in perspective: 
«There are some good Brähmal)as, who are distressed [since they are] 
outside the path of the Veda. In order to liberate them gradually Siva 
composed the Saiva-, Vaigiava, Saura, Säkta and Gäl)apatya-Ägamas. In 
them some elements are taught here and there that are not in contradiction 
to the Veda. lt is never a sin for Vaidikas (?)67 to adopt these»68 • 
In other words, some Brähmal)as who have lost their adhikära for the Veda 
may adopt Tantric worship wholeheartedly, and we may add that by so doing they 
would in any case lose it. To this excuse is added a list of Tantras, which signals 
that there are groups of scriptures related to all the five deities of the so-called 
paiicäyatana that receive offerings in Smärta ritual. With this the author wants to 
suggest that, though leaving the Vedic domain, we are still within the non­
sectarian Smärta religion. Perhaps the slip of the pen that follows indicates what 
the author really meant, namely Ägamas composed by Siva Uankarer;,a); 
presumably all the other groups of Ägamas are in this context empty69• 
The solution first envisaged by the Dev'ibhägavata in this passage is that of 
adhikärabheda: in principle the Vaidikas should adopt Vedic rites and the 
Täntrikas. T antric ones. But the arguments mentioned in the previous section also 
provide us with an excuse for those who adopt Tantric rites, namely the fäpa, and 
reassure the hesitant that no sin is incurred. We must add that the author had as an 
introduction to the passage distinguished an intemal and an external form of püjä. 
The division into Vedic and T antric applied only to the external mode, whereas 
the internal is now described in the conclusion of the chapter: the intemal püjä is 
the dissolution of consciousness (sat(tvillaya), which is to say that the differences in 
kriyä are resolved in yoga and the conservative reader may calm down. 
Compared with the early heterodox T antric tradition that declares the Veda 
invalid and the practices derived from it ineffective, the Dev'ibhägavata is very 
6' There is one passage on valid scripture where it is stated that iruti and smrti are the eyes, butthe Purana is the heart. In the case of contradiction, however, the Veda is valid! (11.1.20-33).
66 «'Kapälaka» is given in the text.67 The instrumental vaidikaih is odd.
68 dagdha ye brähma1Javarä  ·vedamärgabahifkrtä� I tefäm uddhara1Järthäya sopänakramatah sadiII iaiväi ca vaif1Javäi caiva saurä� iäktäs tathaiva ca I gälfapatyä ägamäi ca pra1Jftä� iankarer;a t� I�tatra vedäviruddho 'f!1io 'py ukta eva kvacit kvacit I vaidikais tadgrahe dofO na bhavaty eva karhictt I 7.39.29-30. 69 There are of course Vaig1ava-Ägamas, apd there are traces of a lost canon of scripturrs.taughtby Sürya, but if all are thought to be taught by Siva, the perspective is in any case sectarian Saiva, notneutral Smärta.
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moderate; but elsewhere in the text it is strongly suggested that the actual practice 
advocated is T antric. We find one indication in the chapter that describes the 
hähyapüjä in detail: there the goddess is imagined as sitting on five corpses70 • 
These five are identical with «the five elements and the five states of 
consciousness [i.e. waking state up to turyätita], but I [Devi] am unmanifest 
consciousness and utterly beyond them. Therefore these [five] always become my 
seat in the 5aktitantras»71• This unspecific reference to a group of Tantras might 
be interpreted as neutral eclecticism, in other words that the Tantras are sources 
iust like the Veda. As proof for this one could adduce passages that pretend to 
give a resume of Vedic, T antric and other modes of worship, as for instance in the 
case of äcamana of which six modes are listed72• But if we examine further 
Passages73 we must conclude that the authors or redactors of this Puräna tried 
their best to appear unbiased while including T antric practices into orthod
0
oxy. 
In its eagemess to build bridges for the conservative to a Tantric piijä the 
Devibhägavata describes the use of the gäyatri-mantra, but expands it by 
including Tantric elements. First the author states that the nyäsas tobe described 
are optionaF4• lt then lists the n1s, chandas, and devatäs; the names for the 
«parts» of this man_tra: bija, fakti, kzlaka, hrdaya, firas, fikhä, kavaca, netra, and 
astra75• As expected, this is followed by the dhyäna of the deity and the nyäsa of 
Parts of the mantra on the worshipper's body. The chapter concludes with a 
gäyatrihrdaya, a gäyatristotra and -sahasranäma. 
In chapter 12.7.5 the author says that the fact that dzk�ä qualifies for ritual 
acts, grants (dä) divine knowledge and removes (/qi) evil is known by those who 
are «proficient in Veda and Tantra». In the same chapter we also find the nyäsa
of the ! # etc.76. 
The technique here is, not unlike that of Rämesvara discussed above, to 
expound different views on T antric worship in order to get the attention of a 
broader public. The outcome is not a clear recommendation of T antric worship, 
but an integration of heterodox elements into the orthodox domain. 70 The !ist is identical with that of the five so-called käranesvaras in Saivism.
// 
71 paiicabhütätmakä hy ete paiicävasthätmakä api I ahairi tv avyaktacidrüpä tadat'itäsmi sarvathä 




iuddha� smä�f(lf!J cäcamanaf!l paurii'!Of!l vaidikaf!J tathä / täntrikam srautam ity ähu� 
8 �vz_dhaf!l sruticoditam I /, 11.3 .1. lt should be noted that here all these modes are said to beB.nctioned by iruti! of 73_ �or Tantric elements in others parts of the text, see the mätrkänyäsa (7.40.6); the main mantra p Devi 1s hr'im, the hrllekhä (hrtlekhä sarvamantränäm näyika 7.40.28). Even in a mythological p::sie: hry7!1k.ärajapanif{hf.is tu pakfivrr,dair ni�evid 3.3.41. namämi hr'if!Jmayi'!I dev'i7!f 12.14.27. t e nyasa of hrif!J in a Srividyä manual, see Subhagodaya Jab. 
74 
nyäsän karotu vä mä vä gäyatr'im eva cäbhyaset / 12.1.11. 75 12.J .6-9. 7612.7.14. 
162 Jürgen Hanneder [16] Domestic Ritual. There are traces of attempts to tantricize Vedic ritual in the Sütra literature, or rather its appendices. We have already mentioned the apocr yphal ÄsvalayanagrhyaparifiUa, which is to be distinguished from the one edited by ArTHAL77 • Tue apocryphal work, which teaches an aitganyäsa of the gäyatrzmantra, has made its way into mainstream ritual and was not only quoted by later authors, but also used by HILLEBRANDT and KANE for their description of details of domestic ritual. Another case is the Mänavafrautasütra, which contains a hybrid ritual called rudrajapa that includes the preparatory ny asa of mantras on several parts of the body78 • Here we find a hybrid ritual, namely the Ni, metre and deity of a mantra that contains a bzja. Tue case of the Baudhäyanagrhyaparifi�(a is less clear: lt has been observed already by BüHLER that «many of the newly-added rites do not belang to the ancient Brähmat;iical worship, but to the Pauräqic religions, the service of Siva, Skanda, Näräyat;ia, and other deities, and some show an admixture of Täntric elements»79• HARTING, while subscribing to the opinion that there is a strong PuräQic influence, has rejected the notion that T antric elements are present. An obvious case is, however, a quotation of the Baudhayanagrhyaparifi�(a in the Nir1Jayasindhu in a tantricized form, that is, with lists of bzjas inserted80• A further, but quite different instance is the Parafurämakalpasütra, which is a Srlvidyä manual with a pseudo-Vedic title. Tue lang introductory passage on the validity of the Tantras by the commentator Rämesvara shows that he was fully aware of this discrepancy. Sectarian Upanirads. One could also quote examples from another Vedic genre, namely the Upanirads. We find in the Ha111sopanirat the Ni etc., bzja, fakti, kzlaka, as weil as anga- and karanyasa. Compare also the Dakri1:iamürtyupanirat, the Sriramapürvatapinyupanirat quoted above, the Gat;apatyupani�at, and the Sarasvafirahasyopani�at. 
n See PARAMESHVARA AITIIAL: Äivaläyanagrhyaparisirfa, ALB XXVII, Adyar 1963, p. 230f. 
78 sadyo jäta ity asya sadyojäta !' rir brahmä devatä triy(up chandaf? hr1ttsavähana� pascimavaktra� 
Prthivztattva� brahmarüpäya hräf!Z pafcimavakträvähane viniyoga� «sadyo fäta� pafcimavakträya nama 
ävähayämi» II, Mänavafrautasütra, p. 238.
79 Quoted in HARTING (1922), p. xvii. 
80 See HARTING (1922), p. xxiii. 
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What are the condusions to be drawn from these observations? The early 
accounts of Saiva ritual that predate any Sr1vidyä influence, namely the 
Tanträloka and the Somafambhupaädhatt81 do not use the hybrid ritual and i t  is 
also absent from the earliest scriptural sources of the Srividyä itself, i.e. the 
Nityäro<!,afikärrzava and the Yoginfhrdaya. This is perhaps not enough to prove 
the hybridization tobe late, since we would expect the information about the r# 
etc. not necessarily in scripture itself, but in ritual manuals. Of those the more 
accessible ones are: the Prapaiicasära, attributeq to Sankara, the Tripuräsärasa­
tnuccaya by one Nägabhana, the Subhagodaya by Sivänanda and the Sära­
dätilaka82 . All of these works, except the one by Sivänanda teach the hybrid 
ritualsJ. 
One can only speculate about the reason for Sivänanda's omission. He is 
strongly influenced by the exegetkal terminology of the Pratyabhijiiä, but his 
Position with regard to the Veda is more compromising, as quotations from Vedic 
sources as weil as from the Smärta Prapaiicasära show. This position leads to 
inconsistencies: on the one band he quotes the Trika's doctrine of an increasing 
series of cults (Veda, Saiva, Väma, Kaula, Trika), but then he carefully 
downgrades ·all statements about a conflict between Veda and .Ägama which he
finds in his sources. He deliberately misunderstands the statements in the Trika 
about Siva: being the author of all scriptures, in order to show that the Veda is as 
Valid as the .Ägamas84 • 
One other ritual manual that regularly mentions the ��i etc. for Tantric 
Inantras is the !fänafivagurudevapaddhati85• But this is of no help, since the work 
is an unusual mixture of Stividyä elements, not with the expected Pratyabhijfiä
background, but with many quotations from Siddhänta authors such as Bha\\a 
RämakaI).�a II. One reference to the Kashmirian non-dualists that I noticed is a 
Paraphrase of Pratyabhijiiäh rdaya 186 • The author is explicitly eclectic in that he 81 The same holds true for Aghorasiva's Knyäkramadyotikä, as far as one can judge from thePt assage translated in SURDAM (1984). Tue text of this important work is unfortunately not accessible0 rne. 82 The Prapaficasära and the Tripuräsärasamuccayp are quoted in Sivänanda's lyuvimarfinz. 83 Tripuräsärasamuccaya 2.18. Prapaficasära 6.2. Säradätilaka l.5. Pos·. 84 In his Rjuvimariin'i p. 25 he quotes Sivastoträvalt2.7 as_ if it supported_his ff_lati�istica Ition, and also statements from the Tanträloka that could at first sight mean that, smce S1va 1s the At�or of the Vedänta, i.e. the Upani�ads, they are equally valid; this, by the ,way, is notUl1 hi_navagupta's position. Since it is unlikely that this has escaped the attention of Sivänanda, I agine that his doctrinal posirion forces him to reinterpret. n �5 See, for instance, the nyäsas in l.66ff; also the description of the Vedic Sandhyä, where the ecess1ty of �i etc. is reiterated (9.87, vol. l, p. 88). 86 ... citi� svatanträkhilasiddhihetu� / ... vol. 3, p. 25.
164 Jürgen Hanneder [18] mentions the incorporation of Srauta and Smärta elements87• The compromise with Vedism is made clear in the quotation from a SväyatJ1bhuvatantra, which states that the Veda is valid, since it is, like the Agamas, authored by Siva88 • lnstead of establishing a superior position for the Agamas, the author seems more concemed with adducing arguments in order to defuse possible objections from the Mimämsakas, such as: if Siva is the author of the Veda, then the Veda is not beginningless. But the contradiction is only apparent, because Siva is beginningless ! 89• Other manuals, like the Säradätilaka, regularly teach the hybrid mantras. Verse 1.5, for instance, enjoins the use of mantras «together with the seers, metres and deities» and the commentator Räghavabhana supplies us with arguments in support of this rule. He quotes several non-Tantric sources to the effect that !-­mantra is not effective without them. lt would be simple to adduce further instances of the hybrid ritual throughout later literature90, but what are the conclusions? One fundamental problem remains, namely the judgement of the scope of our sources: does a certain liturgy cover the whole ritual or only part of it, that is the part that is modified? In the present study one could of course argue that the omission of an element in a ritual, Hke the r# etc., may mean no more than that its performance was taken for granted. But if, on the other hand, it was clear to the heterodox Saivas that the r �i etc. belonged to Vedic mantras only - and we have reason to believe this - no explicit prohibition of the practice of reciting the r �i, metre and deity can be expected. If we take into consideration the internal logic of the T antric systems, the hybrid practice appears as an important modification of the core of Tantric ritual which aims at bringing it in line with Vedic orthodoxy. And this fits perfectly with the observation that the hybrid ritual is a feature only of the Srividyä tradition. lt could have been introduced in the process of an alliance with the orthodox Saökarite tradition91 in order to present the originally heterodox Srlvidyä92 as compatible with Vedicism. Tue preceding analysis is perhaps unspectacular in itself, but can be usefully applied. For instance, the fact that the Rauravatantra teaches such a practice93 in its kriyäpäda is an additional argument to exclude the possibility that it is part of the old RauravasütrasatJ1graha printed with it. 
87 10.188; vol. 1, p. 96. On the work, see GOUDRIAAN and GUPTA (1981), p. 128. 
88 Vol.3,p7. 
89 yol. 3, p. 9. _
90 Sivaidyanätha Dixita's Sm�ukhäphalam, Ahnikakru:i9a, Part II, ed. J.R. Gharpure, Bombay 1938 (teaches nyäsa with bijas). Nityäcärapradipal_i by Naras�ha VäjapeyI, Vol. II, Calcutta 1928 (Bibliotheca Indica CLV) (teaches rryädinyäsa). One could add other Tantras, like Kulärf}avaJantra 4-��; 91 Compare the prominent position of the iricakranirmäf}a in the 65th chapter of Anandag1r15 Sankaravijaya. 
92 See SANDERSON (1990), p. 156-58. 
93 fivapancäkFartJ1!1 hy etad tfänädyadhidaivatam / an��ubädichändiin;'Jsi anädyä rsayah smrtä� // 3.4, 
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